ABSTRACT Two novel blind equalization techniques for odd bit rectangular quadrature amplitude modulation (RQAM) signaling are proposed in this paper, namely, rectangular contour algorithm (R RECT CA) and improved rectangular contour algorithm (IRCA). The proposed R RECT CA algorithm minimizes the dispersion of constant with respect to a rectangular-shaped zero error contour. The algorithm exploits the geometry of the RQAM to correct phase error within 180 • , thus enhancing the convergence rate while minimizing the equalizer mis-adjustments. On the other hand, the proposed IRCA algorithm employs the estimated output from the decision device into the cost function, thus guiding the equalizer output to reside on multiple zero error rectangular shaped moduli. This method of feeding back the slicer output further reduces the mis-adjustment between the transmitted constellation and the new cost function in an efficient manner, which leads to faster convergence and better intersymbol interference suppression. The proposed algorithms can also work for the square QAM by mere change of only two constellation dependent constants, thus facilitating the implementation in hardware to enable transmission of both even and odd number of bits per symbol based constellations. Steady-state error analysis, MSE, and residual ISI comparison through the simulation results confirm the good performance of the proposed algorithms. Furthermore, the convergence characteristics of the proposed IRCA scheme establish the supremacy of IRCA over R RECT CA, which is its parent algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
In wireless communication systems when the modulation bandwidth exceeds the coherent bandwidth of the channel, inter symbol interference ISI occurs and modulation pulses are spread in time into adjacent symbols. Equalization compensates for ISI created due to time dispersive channels. As given in [1] and the references there in that various techniques have been employed for mitigation of ISI effects to overcome the distortion at the receiver end. Apart from forward error correction (FEC), channel equalization (CE) has been used in this regard. For the latter, there are further two types: one is based on the aid of a training sequence known to both the transmitter and receiver while the second one is non training sequence based blind channel equalization (BCE). Since, BCE techniques do not require training sequence therefore bandwidth is not wasted during transmission [1] . Historical development in blind channel equalization techniques can be classified into two domains 1) constellation size dependent algorithms and 2) constellation shape dependent algorithms. Most of the new algorithms developed are specifically tailored to the shapes of the constellation. Rigorous work has been done to blindly equalize the distortion in communication channels resulting in various schemes. These schemes include Constant Modulus Algorithm (CMA) [2] , the Multimodulus Algorithm (MMA) [3] also presented with the name modified constant modulus algorithm [4] and their several variants [5] , [6] . Recently, Thaiupathump et al. [7] have proposed Square Contour Algorithm (SCA) which is based on CMA and Reduced Constellation Algorithm (RCA). This scheme takes advantage of updating of phase during convergence to reduce the chances of convergence to incorrect solutions. Shafayat et al. [8] has proposed Generalized Cross Contour Algorithm GCrCA for equalizing Cross QAM constellations and verified the effectiveness of GCrCA in terms of convergence speed over CMA and SCA. Multimodulus Algorithm (MMA) performs extremely well for rectangular constellations as compared to cross constellations and a thorough analysis describing the reasons of this better performance is given in [9] - [11] . Recently, various blind equalization techniques [12] - [15] in different domains have been proposed as blind equalization offers higher spectral efficiency since no pilot is used for the signal recovering
In this paper, two variants of blind equalization algorithm are presented. 1) The Generalized Rectangular Contour Algorithm (GR RECT CA) which is devised to equalize the rectangular QAM constellations which forces equalizer output to lie on a rectangular contour thus reducing misadjustment of equalizer output than the output equalized by SCA and MMA for rectangular QAM constellations. This reduced mis-adjustment consequently is responsible for better performance of the proposed algorithm. Furthermore, for equal transmitted energy the proposed algorithm performs better than the existing blind equalization algorithms for rectangular and cross constellations, thereby alleviating more energy transmission requirement of symbols associated with the rectangular QAM constellations. 2) A modification of GR RECT CA which further improves the convergence and steady state performance of R RECT CA and is therefore called Improved Rectangular Contour Algorithm (IRCA).
II. RECTANGULAR QUADRATURE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
When the number of bits per symbol is even, transmission can be implemented easily by using square QAM. However, when the number of bits per symbol is odd, non-square QAM constellations are opted. N-points non-square constellations (N = 2 2k+1 , k ≥ 1) can be arranged into Cross QAM given by Smith [1] and oblong (Rectangular) constellations. The Rectangular QAM is reported to have good performance compared with Cross QAM due to following reasons:
1) The ability to recover the phase rotation introduced by channels than that of Cross QAM constellation, because of having only two local (hence global) minima at [±1,0], rather than the four global minima in case of Cross QAM. Therefore, any phase error within 180 • can be correctly detected thus giving advantage in blind equalization [16] without requiring any additional average transmitted power because the average gradient of the cost surface of rectangular QAM toward global minima is sharper than that of the cross-QAM constellations [16] .
2) The calculation of the average symbol error probability (SEP) of Rectangular QAM are relatively straight forward compared to that of Cross QAM since the in-phase and quadrature components of Cross-QAM cannot be demodulated independently. Hence, the reduction of SEP calculation in case of Cross-QAM to one dimensional problem cannot be achieved by using independence of the in-phase and quadrature components as in case of RQAM [9] . 3) The Gray Coding for Rectangular QAM can be done easily when compared with Cross QAM of same order hence providing ease in improving the performance of Personal Area Network (PAN) systems [10] . 4) Furthermore, general-order rectangular QAM has received much attention for its high spectral efficiency and flexible modulation scheme [17] . 
III. GENERALIZED RECTANGULAR CONTOUR ALGORITHM
Consider the baseband representation for digital data transmission in Fig.1 , where s(n) are the independently identically distributed (i.i.d.) transmitted symbols, v(n) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), x(n) are the equalizer's inputs and a(n) are the estimated outputs at the decision device. The equalizer's N-tap weight vector and input vector are defined as W(n) = [w 0 (n), w 1 (n), . . . , w N−1 (n)] T and X(n) = [x(n), x(n-1), . . . , x(n-N+1)] T respectively. We define y(n) = W T (n)X (n) as the equalizer output. The channel h(n) is a non minimum phase LTI filter. The objective is to achieve an estimate of s(n) using y(n) without using a training signal available at the receiver. To achieve an estimate of s(n) using y(n), we proceed as follow: The expression for rectangle is given as
where y R (n) and y I (n) are the real and imaginary parts of the equalizer output y(n,), a and b define spread of rectangle as will be explained shortly. Equ. (1) can be rewritten as
For simplicity of notation, let dispersion constant R RECT = 2 R then
The cost function of Generalized Rectangular contour algorithm is then given as under:
where p is a positive integer and generally be limited to 1&2 and E is the expectation operator. The zero-error rectangular VOLUME 4, 2016 FIGURE 2. Zero-error contour for R RECT CA located at R RECT /2= 0.9561 with a = 7, b = 3 for 32-QAM.
contour for p = 2 and 32-Rectagular QAM (RQAM) is shown in Fig.2 . 'a' and 'b' are RQAM constellation dependent parameters defining spread along in-phase and quadrature axis e.g. for 32-QAM in Fig.2 (a) a = 7 and b = 3.
To obtain stochastic gradient adaptive algorithm, differentiating the cost function in equ. (2) with respect to equalizer tap weight vector w and approximating the expectation with the instantaneous values yields
where sgn represents the signum function. The equalizer tap weight vector is adapted according to the following equation
where µ is the step size parameter and lies in the range 0 < µ << 1.
The dispersion constant R p GRECT can be evaluated at perfect equalization and setting the gradient ∇ w J GRECT to zero [1] . Then, solving for R p GRECT yields
where Table 1 gives the values of constants R RECT and parameter a and b. It should be worth mentioning here that for a = 1 and b = 1 the proposed algorithm reduced to SCA [7] thereby facilitating both even and odd number of bits in hardware implementation. 
IV. STEADY STATE ERROR ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The steady-state MSE performance of the proposed algorithm in the noise free case is studied on the basis of approach used in [1] and its expression is given in Appendix A. Fig.3 compares the simulation steady state MSE performance of proposed R RECT CA with the analytical results given in Appendix A for 32-RQAM signaling as function of µ. The simulation values are generated as an average over 10 trials. Good agreement between simulation and theory can be observed. The performance of proposed algorithm is compared with that of cross contour algorithm (GCrCA) [8] and multi modulus algorithm (MMA) [3] . For fair comparison GCrCA is simulated for cross QAM (XQAM) while R RECT CA and MMA for RQAM constellations. A 7-tap equalizer is initialized such that its center tap has a value 1 while other taps are set to zero.. A typical voice-band communication channel [1] is used. The simulation values are generated as an average over 50 trials in MATLAB. The mean square error MSE and residual ISI are used as comparison performance parameters. The residual ISI is computed according to the equation [1] given below. Clearly the finer the equalization the less will be residual ISI.
We have used 32-RQAM and 32-XQAM signal constellations with minimum distance d = 2 between symbols to present the situation when RQAM utilizes more energy than that of XQAM constellations. The noise power is adjusted to obtain channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30dB. Fig.4(a) shows the MSE traces while Fig.4(b) depicts the ISI traces. It is evident from Fig.4 that the R RECT CA is achieving faster convergence than those of all other schemes. The better performance of the proposed scheme is due to the match of the zero error contour with rectangular QAM geometry and ability of RQAM to correct the phase errors up to 180 • .
For equal transmitted energy of RQAM as compared to XQAM, 32-RQAM signal constellations with minimum distance d = 1.75 is used thereby leading to approximately equal transmitted energies (for 32 XQAM with d = 2, energy = 20 and for 32 RQAM with d = 1.75 energy = 19.9). It can be seen that for both MSE and ISI traces in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b) respectively the proposed algorithm outperforms the other schemes by offering faster convergence rate.
V. IMPROVED RECTANGULAR CONTOUR ALGORITHM
Improved Rectangular contour Algorithm for M-ary rectangular QAM is an extension of R RECT CA. The concept of slicing discussed in [1] and [19] is used to improve the performance of R RECT CA discussed earlier. The presence of single contour sometimes results in significant mis-adjustment in steady state error for large QAM constellations, even if the equalizer has converged successfully. This problem of mis-adjustment can be further minimized by introducing multiple contours [19] . These increased numbers of contours are obtained by joint use of dispersion constant R and sliced symbol (symbol out of the decision device). Using this multiple contour idea we define a new cost function for IRCA
where Y R and Y I equalized symbol's real and imaginary parts. γ (n) is the scaling factor obtained from the estimated outputs a(n) from the decision device satisfying the condition to bring the equalized outputs on multiple rectangular contours, instead of single contour.
The equalizer tap weight vector is adapted according to w(n + 1) = w(n)−µ |by R + ay I |+|by R − ay I | −γ (n) (|ab|R IRCA )
· b{sign(by R + ay I ) + sign(by R − ay I )} +ja{sign(by R + ay I ) + sign(by R − ay I )} x * (n) VOLUME 4, 2016 x(n) is the complex received signal.R IRCA is dispersion constant, it value can be calculated as
It should be noted that here In the proposed blind equalization algorithm improvement in the performance results from the fact that by incorporating the estimated output along with the dispersion constant R IRCA , the IRCA blind equalizer guides equalizer output to lie on multiple zero error rectangular contours at location γ (n) 1 2 R IRCA from the origin, ensuring reduced mismatch with the transmitted constellation than that of conventional R RECT CA as the IRCA update mechanism is utilizing the statistical knowledge of the dispersion of y(n) form the closest estimated symbol a(n). So the improvement mainly results from the two things 1) The minimization of dispersion away from the statistical constant R IRCA ensures initial convergence. 2) The minimization of error away from sliced-symbols ensures low steady-state error. For computer simulations 7-tap equalizer is used which is initialized with the Zero forcing condition i-e centre tap is set to 1 while other taps are zero. Simulation results for 32-RQAM are shown with the SNR of 30dB. The experimental values used for comparison are generated as an average over 30 independent trails. Fig. 6(a) gives the steady state MSE performance for IRCA and R RECT CA, using step size µ = 2 × 10 −9 for IRAC and µ = 1 × 10 −9 for R RECT CA. The MSE traces in figure verify the theoritical findings that for same convergence rate IRCA achieves lower MSE error floor, From here we can also see that if the MSE error floor for the two algorithms is kept same, IRCA will have a faster convergence rate than R RECT CA. Fig. 6(b) gives the ISI suppression behaviour perormance, the adaptive gain parameter for both the algorithms is adjusted so as to achive the error floor of −28dBs. The residual ISI traces also confirms the superior behaviour of IRCA over R RECT CA
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper two novel blind equalization algorithms specially tailored for rectangular QAM constellations have been proposed. The proposed algorithms give fast convergence rate, low mean squared error and residual ISI. The better performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of MSE and ISI suppression is also guaranteed for equal transmitted energies of the rectangular as compared to cross QAM constellations thereby making the proposed algorithms to be used safely in energy efficient systems. Moreover, the rectangular zero error contour of the proposed algorithms can be modified to square zero error contour by mere change of two constellation dependent constants a and b. As a result the algorithms can be used in equalizing both rectangular and square QAM constellations facilitating the transmission of even and odd number of bits in any communication system. Furthermore, the Improved Rectangular Contour Algorithm is also proposed to further reduce the mis-adjustments of the equalizer. Its cost function satisfies a number of desirable properties, including multiple-contours, symmetry, and (almost) uniformity. The IRCA cost function exhibits a much lower mis-adjustment compared to R RECT CA.
APPENDIX A
The steady state MSE for the proposed R RECT CA algorithm can be approximated by using equ.(3) and procedure given in [1] and [18] . For an adaptive algorithm of the form
Let w(n) be the difference between the current equalizer w(n) and the optimum equalizer weight w opt .
The condition
holds in steady state (n → ∞). By defining a priori estimation error e a (n) = w T (n)x(n), for the adaptive algorithm, we have in general
For simplification time index n is dropped. thus equ. (7) becomes
We assume that
Putting values of Q 1 and Q 2 the equ. (8) becomes
Clearly the terms Q 1 and Q 2 are identical, so an appropriate expression for steady-state MSE E |e a | 2 . Based on mathematical analysis given in [1] and [18] , the error function of R RECT CA with elimination of time index is given as:
where
After some simplification and replacing R 2 RECT with R we have:
where a and b are constellation dependent parameters. Computing Q 1 , we obtain (12) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Using the independence of s and e a and neglecting 2µb 3 
aR and e 2 aI we obtain the approximation
Let E e 2 aR = E e 2 aI , Equation (41) can be written as
Now for obtaining Q 2 we assumed that the statistics of s R and s I are the same. Using the independence of µ 2 ||x|| 2 and y(n) and ignoring the terms with E e 4 aR , E e 4 aI , E e 6 aR and E e 6 aI , the value of Q 2 can be computed as (15) , shown at the bottom of this page.
Let E e 2 aR = E e 2 aI , we get further approximation of equ. (15) as (16) , shown at the top of the next page. Since Q 1 = Q 2 and R = R 2 RECT the steady state MSE for the Rectangular Contour Algorithm can be approximated as (17) , shown at the top of the next page.
A. Steady State Analysis of Improved Rectangular Contour Algorithm
We start our steady state analysis by writing IRCA error equation as done earlier for R RECT CA:
The symbol out of the equalizer y can be replaced with s + e a , s is transmitted symbol and e a is a-priori estimation error. The error function can be decomposed as 
B. Mis-Adjustment for Rectangular Contour Algorithm
The mis-adjustment equation for R RECT CA is found using procedure given in [19] and is given as:
a * and b * defines spread of RQAM along in-phase and quadrature axis. a R (n) is the real part of original transmitted constellation. The mis-adjustment for R RECT CA is calculated and compared with MMA and is given as (Y = ratio of misadjustment of MMA to mis-adjustment of proposed algorithm) in table given below. In [19] , the equation for mis-adjustment for MMA is also provided. It can be observed that for higher QAM such as 512-QAM and 128 -QAM the mis-adjustment metrics exhibited by the proposed algorithm is 27 and 7 times smaller respectively than that of the MMA while in case of 32-QAM it is 2.13 times smaller than MMA. The comparison is done with MMA as it is simulated using rectangular QAM like the proposed R RECT CA algorithm, on the other hand GCrCA is specifically tailored for cross QAM, hence; if GCrCA is simulated using RQAM, its performance will be inferior compared with the proposed R RECT CA algorithm and MMA. 
